Dipole modeling in epilepsy surgery candidates.
The validity and clinical significance of dipole modeling in epilepsy surgery candidates is not fully established. Interictal and ictal dipole modeling was performed in 43 patients with refractory complex partial seizures (CPS) and intracranial structural abnormalities demonstrated with optimum magnetic resonance imaging (MRI: space-occupying, n = 15; atrophic, n = 26; dysplastic, n = 2). Video-EEG monitoring showed CPS in all patients. In 12 patients, additional intracranial EEG monitoring demonstrated hippocampal seizure onset in 11 patients and medial occipital ictal onset in 1. Spatiotemporal dipole mapping of averaged interictal spikes and epochs of early ictal discharges revealed two distinct dipole patterns. Patients with lesions located in the medial (+/-lateral) temporal lobe (n = 34) and medial occipital lobe (n = 1) uniformly presented a combined interictal dipole that consisted of a radial and a tangential component with a high degree of elevation relative to the axial plane. Eight of 9 patients with extratemporal lesions had a less stable dipole with a predominant radial component. Ictal dipole modeling identified the ictal onset zone correctly as compared with intracranial EEG recordings from bilateral hippocampal depth electrodes. Ictal dipoles showed a striking correspondence with the interictal dipoles in individual patients. Interictal and ictal dipole mapping provided additional, reliable, and relevant localizing information in surgical candidates for refractory CPS. Ictal dipole analysis may limit the number of patients who require intracranial electrodes.